
ESSAYS MODERNISM 1920 S

In the 's the American society began to adopt new values that threatened In the films and literature of the s,
anti-modernists are generally depicted.

Many other authors use modernism in a similar way. Authors, their literary works, and the specific writing
styles; are affected and influenced by the world around them. The value of interpersonal relations diminished,
and the very meaning of reality was synthesized and then deconstructed. Modernists in all of these art forms
are consciously engaged in the expansion of the boundaries of their art, and in asking their audiences to reject
the status quo, both of the art and of some aspect of society or culture the art form addresses It should have
demitted the complaint to the presbytery and could have done so with instructions that the presbytery hold a
heresy trial. In a review published in The Christian Century , she praised the report, saying it should be read
by every Christian in America and, ironically mimicking the biblical literalism of the fundamentalists, "I think
this is the only book I have ever read that seems to me literally true in its every observation and right in its
every conclusion. He cleared the path for those struggling to self-identify and individualize. In novels such as
Mrs Dalloway and To the Lighthouse Woolf explored this new technique, as she used the
stream-of-consciousness technique to represent modernity. By , Bryan had concluded that Darwinism and the
modernism of Higher Criticism were allies in promoting liberalism within the church, thereby in his view
undermining the foundations of Christianity. The name suggest a time of wild enjoyment, fun, loud, crazy and
a musical age. Rousseau's attack on civilisation had a more deeper, complex meaning. The Auburn
Affirmation â€”24 [ edit ] Main article: Auburn Affirmation Even before the General Assembly of , Robert
Hastings Nichols, a history professor at Auburn Theological Seminary was circulating a paper in which he
argued that the Old School-New School reunion of and the merger with the Cumberland Presbyterian Church
of had created a church specifically designed to accommodate doctrinal diversity. Gresham Machen first
gained prominence within the denomination as a fundamentalist opponent of Church Union, which he argued
would destroy Presbyterian distinctives, and effectively cede control of the denomination to modernists and
their New School allies. Written before WWI took place, he spoke of a different type of chaos and uncertainty
present in the world at this time; the issue of slavery. The moderates and liberals already had control of pretty
much every seminary in the denomination: why couldn't the conservatives be left with one? It is worth
pointing out that the only people who actually embraced the name "fundamentalist" during the s were
committed dispensationalists , who elevated the premillennial return of Christ to the status of a fundamental of
the Christian faith. Machen were trying to keep Princeton in the service of a certain party in the church rather
than doing what was in the best interest of the denomination as a whole. The modernist view is one that
focuses on the here and now, not so much on maintaining connections to older traditions and views. People
start to enjoy their life and having parties, alcohol, everything is about money and goods. The title of the poem
is a barely-veiled allusion to the devastation of the war; the poem itself, a metaphor for the devastated
landscape of post-war Europe. This voice transcended all forms of art, but was most successful in the written
word The Old Testament was merely a historical record that showed man in a lower state of moral
development, with modern man having progressed morally far beyond Noah , Abraham , Jacob , Judah ,
David, and Solomon. In the s there was a large increase in city population as more and more people were
attracted and came to the cities. Henri Bergson â€” , on the other hand, emphasized the difference between
scientific clock time and the direct, subjective, human experience of time. Time Anti-Modernists valued the
past, and preferred things to move "slower" in their society. Dalloway - Mrs. Bryan argued that Germany's
militarism and "barbarism" came from their belief that the "struggle for survival" described in Darwin's On the
Origin of Species applied to nations as well as to individuals, [7] and that "The same science that
manufactured poisonous gases to suffocate soldiers is preaching that man has a brute ancestry and eliminating
the miraculous and the supernatural from the Bible. One such figure was British novelist Virginia Woolf. In
the address, he announced that Higher Criticism had now definitively proven that Moses did not write the
Pentateuch ; that Ezra did not write Ezra, Chronicles or Nehemiah ; Jeremiah did not write the books of Kings
or the Lamentations ; David did not write most of the Psalms ; Solomon wrote not the Song of Solomon or
Ecclesiastes but only a few Proverbs ; and Isaiah did not write half of the book of Isaiah. After the war ended,
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Americans broke away from their traditional habits and intellection as they transitioned into a modern era. The
General Assembly responded with its famous Portland Deliverance, affirming that the Presbyterian Church
holds that the Bible is without error and that ministers who believe otherwise should withdraw from the
ministry. However, chinks were starting to show in the Princeton faculty's armor. The Roaring Twenties
influenced many literary works, throughout the s such as F. Gresham Machen and Geerhardus Vos. In his
works Wright moved closer and closer to an earth-bound sense of natural form, using rough-hewn stone and
timber and aiming always in his houses to achieve an effect of intimate and protective shelter. My fascination
with the way we speak and write dictates a substantial part of my academic and private life; I have always
made sure to surround myself with literature, whilst studying the English language is a more recent discovery
of enjoyment Rather than contesting this decision in the courts as had been threatened, Machen now decided
to set up a new seminary to be a bastion of conservative thought. In short, the report essentially affirmed the
views of the Auburn Affirmation. Appearing rather simple on the surface, it is in fact a novel of great
complexity, especially on the level of narrative structure. In May , the Auburn Affirmation was republished,
along with supplementary materials, and now listing 1, signatories. Why did some embrace modernism and
others reject it? To fully understand modernist poetry, a definition and a break down is needed. Finally, the car
industries lead the way to new ways to distribute and sell products.


